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BAK TRUSTEES PROFILES 

JACQUELINE KATIYO 

STRENGTHS: Leadership skills, creative thinking, multi-tasking 

Jacqueline Katiyo is a Financial advisor with strong combination of creative thinking 

and excellent skills with 13 years of banking experience who can easily adapt to the 

environment. She is also someone who strongly possess an ability to multi- task. A team 

player, result driven with good communication and interpersonal skills. Commitment 

is her strength. 

 

 

 

ADAM MARI 

STRENGTHS: Organisational skills, entrepreneurial mindset, adaptive 

An economist by profession, Adam, has took part in community development 

programs and strives to go against challenges. He is a self-motivated 

individual with a passion of learning more about anything.  

Motto: We are our own creators! 

 

 

BLESSING KUSANGAYA 

STRENGTHS: IT administration, communication skills, leadership skills, 

project management 

Blessing Kusangaya is an experienced IT with good management and intra personal 

skills which are key to or cause. Blessing has a 14year period of success in the IT sector 

with significant technical and administrative skills. He has managed many IT projects 

of systems implementation and networking nature to completion The above experience 

has given Blessing important characteristics for charity work as he is innovative, a good 

leader and good with teamwork.  
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CATHERINE MAGOGE 

Strengths: Leadership skills, legal knowledge, 

Motto: "Do unto others what you will have them for to you" 

Catherine Magoge an Attorney at Law registered by the law society of Zimbabwe, 

specializing in employment and commercial law. Catherine runs her own law practice based 

in Avondale and is also founder of an Employment consultancy called 1st for Employers 

which specializes in protecting the employers’ interest in the ever-changing market place. 

She is a founding Trustee of Zimbabwe Cancer Carers Trust of Zimbabwe which focuses 

its main core objectives on the assistance and support of Cancer sufferers, survivors and 

support for their immediate family. She is also a founder of Life In Abundance.  

 

FIDELIS MAGAMA 

Strengths: Project Management, Creative Direction, Leadership.  

Motto: Be formidable or be forgotten. Audacity 

PROFESSION: Architect, Master Builder (Newcastle (Australia), Wits (South 

Africa)) 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

JOHN MURINGANI 

President of Zimbabwe Table Tennis Union, Sports Director of Special 

Olympics Zimbabwe. Sports Administrator and a full time Volunteer. 

Great passion in sports and volunteering. My greatest wish is to see the 

disadvantaged, advantaged using sports to drive the objectives. 


